IJACK DGAS
™

RELIEVE PRESSURE. PRODUCE MORE.
ELIMINATE VENTING. OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE.

IJACK™ DGAS IS A PRACTICAL AND ECONOMICAL SOLUTION FOR GAS
RESTRICTED OIL PRODUCING WELLS. BEAM MOUNTED CASING GAS
COMPRESSION RELIEVES DOWNHOLE BACK PRESSURE AND MAXIMIZES
PRODUCTION, WHILE ELIMINATING EMISSIONS.
A SIMPLE SOLUTION AND PROVEN BUSINESS CASE
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Eliminates / reduces emissions, venting and flaring
Lowers casing pressures, increasing formation inflow
Keeps casings as low as 5 psi with closed casing vents
Fluids are captured and automatically returned down the casing
Bolt on system that does not require welding or hot work
Discharges into production flowlines
Minimal downtime, fewer maintenance intervals and completely field serviceable by local service crews
Eligible for government emission reduction grant

IJACK™ DGAS is a premium conventional pumpjack compression system designed to stand up to the harshest
climates and the most challenging operating conditions through safe and simple operation. No other compressor package provides more value than IJACK™ DGAS.
BOLT IT ON…START PRODUCING MORE.
IJACK™ DGAS beam mounted casing gas compression system is engineered to bolt onto the walking beam
of a conventional pumping unit and is compatible with most pumpjack models. IJACK offers two DGAS
systems. The traditional DGAS system consists of a dual acting compressor cylinder and a scrubber
joined by an interchangeable spool specific to the pumpjack model. The DGAS-T series consists of a dual
action compressor cylinder and an inline fluids drainage system. Both systems remove casing gas from
the annulus and sends it through the flowline. This allows for unrestricted reservoir inflow and ultimately
brings more production to the surface. No external power source required.
EASY. ELEGANT. EFFECTIVE.
Installation is simple and straightforward. In a couple of hours, the DGAS is fastened with engineered connections to the walking beam and either to the base of the pumpjack or the cement pad. It is a direct bolton installation: no welding or major pipefitting is required. The DGAS fits most pumping unit sizes, starting
with model 80’s, thanks to the interchangeable spool piece.
Multiple wells can be tied into one DGAS unit. A compact footprint ensures a streamlined fit with premium
engineered connections. Minimal equipment/manpower is required to install.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Optimized geometry allows custom cylinder stroke
length targeting well output. Securely mounted
pressure and suction lines minimize wear and allow
hoses to be positioned safely. Built with industryleading components including seals, bearings,
valves and fittings for a long run life and low cost of
ownership. Standard packages for enhanced ease
of operation include an auto fluid drain system,
high level shutdown switch on the scrubber and tie
down kits for single and dual rail cement pad set
ups or landing plate for pile installs. Shop installed
heat trace cable is an option.
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VARIOUS DGAS MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM CUSTOM APPLICATIONS
AND VOLUMES AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER
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